
TARGET GROUP

OBJECTIVES

CONTENT SPANISH

Simple citizens of Barranquilla and Colombia with an interest in horticulture,
those who will become: 
--> gardeners --> Gardenisers --> trainers. 
Associations and organised communities of Colombians and Venezuelans.

Promote, nurture and support the process of community building in and
around community urban gardens in an asynchronous way.

3 thematic lines or levels of content

"micro" - garden management, cultivation techniques, composting, recycling,
practical tools, and information on garden creation and maintenance

"meso" - active citizenship, local governance, urban gardens as meeting
spaces, participation, collective creation and social transformation,
interculturality and dialogue, teamwork/networking, gardens as an
opportunity for integration of vulnerable communities and reappropriation of
urban spaces as a territory of inclusion

"macro" - planet, regeneration, deep ecology, good living, climate change,
importance of rebuilding and nurturing a relationship that allows for better
living and a greener future, urban agriculture as a strategy and collective
responsibility.

The community will have access to practical information for vegetable
gardens at a technical level (located in cultivation needs in a Colombian
context), with the possibility of interaction between more experienced
people and people who are just approaching this topic, and to insights on
local, Latin American or international experiences that can be an inspiration
for processes that are created locally. Networking and the exchange of
information on training opportunities and local meetings on related topics
can have space on these social channels.

COMMUNITY GARDENS
SOCIAL NETWORK

@GENERACTOR.CO

GENERAL
TAGS

#generactor #huertasurbanas #huertascomunitarias
#huerterosbarranquilla #formación #gardeniser #inclusión
#comunidad #relaciones #interculturalidad #buenvivir
#sostenibilidad #participación

DISTINCTIVE  FEATURES

Natural horticulture. The vision of urban community gardens as a hub of
sociality and active participation. Training. The Gardeniser. Access to good
practices and experiences, including international ones. The community of
Barranquilla does not currently have any such social groups.
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